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Stressful and traumatic events can create aversive memories, which are a predisposing factor for anxiety disorders. The amygdala

is critical for transforming such stressful events into anxiety, and the recently discovered neuropeptide S transmitter system represents a

promising candidate apt to control these interactions. Here we test the hypothesis that neuropeptide S can regulate stress-induced

hyperexcitability in the amygdala, and thereby can interact with stress-induced alterations of fear memory. Mice underwent

acute immobilization stress (IS), and neuropeptide S and a receptor antagonist were locally injected into the lateral amygdala (LA) during

stress exposure. Ten days later, anxiety-like behavior, fear acquisition, fear memory retrieval, and extinction were tested. Furthermore,

patch-clamp recordings were performed in amygdala slices prepared ex vivo to identify synaptic substrates of stress-induced alterations

in fear responsiveness. (1) IS increased anxiety-like behavior, and enhanced conditioned fear responses during extinction

10 days after stress, (2) neuropeptide S in the amygdala prevented, while an antagonist aggravated, these stress-induced changes of

aversive behaviors, (3) excitatory synaptic activity in LA projection neurons was increased on fear conditioning and returned to pre-

conditioning values on fear extinction, and (4) stress resulted in sustained high levels of excitatory synaptic activity during fear extinction,

whereas neuropeptide S supported the return of synaptic activity during fear extinction to levels typical of non-stressed animals.

Together these results suggest that the neuropeptide S system is capable of interfering with mechanisms in the amygdala that transform

stressful events into anxiety and impaired fear extinction.
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INTRODUCTION

Intensively stressful and traumatic events often create
aversive memories, which can be a predisposing factor of
posttraumatic stress disorders (PTSDs) and other anxiety
disorders (Heim and Nemeroff, 2009; Victor and Bernstein,
2009). These fear memories are readily retrieved by
conditioned cues linked with the traumatic events, and
weakening of this association might be helpful for removal
of the aversive memories (see Ressler (2010) for review). In
fact, an approach commonly used to treat certain forms of
anxiety disorders (exposure therapy) is similar to that used
to extinguish conditioned fear responses in experimental
paradigms (Rothbaum and Davis, 2003; Monson et al,

2006). Fear extinction refers to a relatively simple form
of fear behavior regulation, in which conditioned fear
responses decrease when the relevant (conditioned, CS + )
stimulus is represented repeatedly in the absence of a
re-enforcing (unconditioned) stimulus (for reviews see:
Maren and Quirk, 2004; Myers and Davis, 2007; Quirk and
Mueller, 2008). It has indeed been proposed that PTSD
combines aspects of severe stress responsiveness and either
enhanced conditioned fear or an inability to extinguish fear
memories (Corcoran and Quirk, 2007; Milad et al, 2008;
Jovanovic et al, 2010; Ressler, 2010; Norrholm et al, 2011).
It is now widely assumed that the amygdala is critical for

transforming stressful events into anxiety (Rainnie et al,
2004; Roozendaal et al, 2009). Data from neuroimaging
studies show enhanced amygdala activation in patients with
PTSD compared with control subjects, and the increased
responses often extend beyond the trauma-relevant events
(reviewed in Liberzon and Sripada (2008)). Neurobiologi-
cally, previous stress exposure facilitates fear learning, and
it increases neuronal excitability and synaptic plasticity in
the basolateral complex of the amygdala (BLA) (Vouimba
et al, 2004; Rodriguez Manzanares et al, 2005; Kavushansky
and Richter-Levin, 2006). Chronic immobility stress in
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addition results in an increase in spine density, a change
in dendritic arborization and an overall hyperexcitability in
neurons of the BLA, paralleled by a gradual increase in
anxiety (Mitra et al, 2005; Rodriguez Manzanares et al, 2005;
Roozendaal et al, 2009; Rosenkranz et al, 2010). A crucial
element in the sequence of mechanisms leading to hyper-
excitability in the amygdala upon chronic stress exposure is
an attenuation of GABAergic inhibitory influence (Mitra
et al, 2005; Rodriguez Manzanares et al, 2005; Roozendaal
et al, 2009), although the types of GABAergic neurons and
underlying mechanisms remain unknown.
The regulation of excitability of amygdaloid neurons, as

for instance through GABAergic mechanisms, thus seems to
be central to both stress- and extinction-related functions
of the amygdala, and the search for endogenous systems apt
to control these interactions is an important task. Within
this theme it is interesting to note that neuropeptide (NPS),
a neuropeptidergic transmitter acting via G protein-coupled
receptors (NPS-Rs) to modulate anxiety and arousal (Xu
et al, 2004; Jüngling et al, 2008; Pape et al, 2010), increases
responsiveness of intercalated GABAergic neurons in the
murine amygdala and thereby facilitates fear extinction
learning and recall (Jüngling et al, 2008). Furthermore, a
functional polymorphism in the NPS-R gene (rs324981 A/T)
has been associated with overinterpretation of learned fear
and panic disorders in humans and is associated with
increased amygdala responsiveness to fear-relevant stimuli
(Raczka et al, 2010; Dannlowski et al, 2011; Domschke et al,
2011; Donner et al, 2010). Of particular interest, here is
that forced swim stress results in increased c-fos activity in
NPS-synthesizing neurons in the brain stem (Liu et al.,
2011) and increase extracellular levels of NPS in the BLA
(Ebner et al, 2011), implying that the NPS system may be
stimulated on stress exposure.
Therefore, the present study has been undertaken to test

the hypothesis that NPS can interact with the stress-induced
hyperexcitability in BLA synaptic networks, and thereby
modulate the stress-induced impairment of fear extinction.
The experimental strategy was (1) to combine an estab-
lished restraint stress model (Mitra et al, 2005; Roozendaal
et al, 2009) with auditory Pavlovian fear conditioning and
extinction training in mice (Jüngling et al, 2008), (2) to
locally apply NPS-R ant/agonists to the lateral amygdala
(LA) before and after stress exposure, (3) to investigate the
influence on the behavioral expression of fear during states
of fear memory and extinction in vivo, and (4) to analyze
excitatory synaptic activity in LA neurons in slices prepared
ex vivo from the various groups of animals during different
states of fear memory and extinction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

Eight- to twelve-week-old C57BL/6J mice (Harlan, Ger-
many) were kept under a 12/12 h light/dark cycle (lights on
at 0700 hours) with food and water provided ad libitum. All
experiments were carried out in accordance with the
European Committees Council Directive (86/609/EEC) and
were approved by the local authorities (LANUV NRW, AZ
87-51.042010).

Local Application of Substances

The method was previously described (Jüngling et al, 2008);
animals were transferred to individual housing 3 days before
surgery, and were implanted with a 26-G stainless steel guide
cannula bilaterally in the LA (stereotaxic coordinates:
1.7mm posterior, 3.7mm lateral from bregma, and 2.5mm
dorsoventral from brain surface) under deep pentobarbital
anesthesia (50mg/kg i.p.). Animals were allowed to recover
from surgery for at least 7 days. Local drug infusion was
performed under Forene inhalation anesthesia (isofluran,
1-chloro-2,2,2-trifluoroethyl-difluoromethylether; induction:
2.5%, maintenance: 1.5%; in O2; flow rate 1 l/min). Using a
10ml Hamilton microliter syringe, the following solutions
were infused with a 33-G beveled needle injector that was
1mm longer than the guide cannula: NPS-R antagonist
SHA 68 (3-oxo-1,1-diphenyl-tetrahydro-oxazolo[3,4-a] pyra-
zine-7-carboxylic acid 4-fluoro-benzylamide, 10mM, in 10%
Cremophor-PBS buffer; gift from R. Reinscheid, Department
of Pharmacology, University of California, Irvine, USA), NPS
(10mM in 0.9 % saline solution; Ascent Scientific), and as
vehicle controls, 10% Cremophor-PBS buffer, and 0.9% saline
solution, respectively. Substances were bilaterally applied
into LA (0.5ml at 0.1ml/min, each hemisphere) 20min before,
(a time window, which has been shown to be most effective
during anxiety tests (Jüngling et al, 2008)), or immediately
after (o1min) immobilization stress (IS). Histological
controls were performed through cresyl violet staining of
50-mm-thick coronal slices (Supplementary Figure S1).

Immobilization Stress

IS consisted of a single immobilization session of 2 h in a
50-ml Falcon tube perforated by 5mm holes. The size of the
tube restricted movements in all directions but did not
interact with respiration. IS was performed between 0800
and 1200 hours, and the behavior was tested 1 day (IS-1D)
or 10 days (IS-10D) after stress exposure and compared
with non-stressed (NS) controls.

Elevated Plus Maze (EPM)

Mice were tested for general anxiety using the EPM,
providing an indication of anxiety-like behavior that is
sensitive to traumatic stressors (Pellow and File, 1986; Mitra
et al, 2005; Roozendaal et al, 2009). The plus maze consisted
of two open (30� 5 cm2) and two wall-enclosed arms (30�
5� 25 cm3) connected by a central platform (5� 5 cm2).
Light intensity on the open arms was 120 lux. The apparatus
was elevated 75 cm above the floor. Behavioral testing was
started by placing a mouse in the central area facing a closed
arm. Exploratory behavior was monitored by a video motility
system (Video-Mot II, TSE, Bad Homburg, Germany) over a
period of 10min, quantified, and stored on videotape.
Parameters for behavioral analyses were: percentage of time
spent in the open/closed arms (related to total recording
time) and entries into the open/closed arms.

Fear Conditioning and Extinction

Mice were fear conditioned using a Pavlovian fear-condi-
tioning paradigms as described previously (Jüngling et al,
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2008). On day 1, animals were adapted through two
presentations of six CS� (2.5 kHz tone, 85 dB, stimulus
duration 10 s, interstimulus interval 20 s; intertrial interval
6 h). On the next day, fear conditioning was performed
through two sessions of three randomly presented CS+
(10 kHz tone, 85 dB, stimulus duration 10 s, randomized
interstimulus interval 10–30 s; inter-session interval 6 h),
each of which was co-terminated with an unconditioned
stimulus (scrambled foot shock of 0.4mA, duration 1 s).
After 24 h (day 3), single animals were transferred to a
new environment (retrieval context) and habituated over a
period of 30min, before being exposed to six retrieval
sessions (R1–R6) for extinction training (inter-session
interval 30min), each consisting of a set of four CS� and
(40 s later) a set of four CS + (stimulus duration 10 s, inter-
stimulus interval 20 s). After 24h (day 4), recall of extinction
(ER) was tested in the retrieval context by exposing the
animal to one set of four CS� and 40 s later to a set of four
CS + (stimulus duration 10 s, interstimulus interval 20 s).
Freezing time (complete immobilization except respiratory
movements) was manually scored by an observer blind to
the paradigm. For each session, cued fear was quantified by
freezing time during CS (tone) presentation. Contextual fear
was observed during the second fear training session and
quantified by the freezing time in the fear-conditioning box
during the first 2min (before the CS delivery).

Electrophysiological Recordings

Slices were obtained from trained mice at two different
stages of conditioned fear: 24 h after retrieval session R1 and
24 h after ER. Non-trained animals (NS, not subjected
to behavioral experiments) were taken as controls. Mice
were deeply anesthetized with Forene (2.5%) and killed
by decapitation. A block of brain tissue containing the
amygdala was rapidly removed and transferred into chilled
oxygenated physiological saline containing (mM): KCl,
2.5; NaH2PO4 1.25; MgSO4, 10; CaCl2, 0.5; piperazine-N,
N0-bis(ethanesulphonic acid), 20; glucose, 10; sucrose, 200
(pH 7.35 with NaOH). Coronal slices (300mm thick) contain-
ing the LA were prepared on a vibratome (Leica VT1200S;
Wetzlar; Germany), and were incubated in artificial cere-
brospinal fluid (ACSF) of the following composition (in mM):
NaCl 120, KCl 2.5, NaH2PO4 1.25, MgSO4 2, NaHCO3 22,
CaCl2 2, glucose 20; pH 7.35 by gassing with carbogen. Slices
were allowed to recover at 34 1C for 20min and were then
maintained for up to 8 h at room temperature. Single slices
were placed in a submersion chamber at a perfusion rate of
B2ml/min (ACSF, 30 1C).
Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were obtained using

a patch-clamp amplifier (EPC-10, HEKA, Lambrecht/Pfalz,
Germany) and sampled at 5 kHz. Patch pipettes were pulled
from borosilicate glass (2.4–3.0MO, GC150T-10; Clark
Electromedical Instruments, Pangbourne, UK) and experi-
ments were performed with a potassium-based internal
solution containing the following (in mM): 88 K-gluconate,
20 K3-citrate, 10 NaCl, 10 HEPES, 3 BAPTA, 15 phosho-
creatin, 0.5 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 3 MgATP, and 0.5 NaGTP, with
pH adjusted to 7.25. Series resistance compensation of 30%
was routinely used. Potential measurements were corrected
for liquid junction potential of 10mV. The series resistance
(RS) was regularly monitored during the recordings. Neurons

with resting membrane potential positive to �55mV were
rejected from analysis. Patch-clamp recordings and data
analysis were performed under voltage- and current-clamp
conditions using Pulse software (HEKA, Lambrecht/Pfalz,
Germany). The data were analyzed off-line using Clampfit
software (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, USA).
Spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic currents (sEPSCs)

were recorded under voltage-clamp conditions (holding
potential: �70mV) over a time-period of 5min to deter-
mine amplitudes and frequencies of the recorded currents.
The single sEPSCs have been detected by using the Clampfit
‘template event detection’ function. For analysis, amplitudes
and frequencies of the recorded sEPSCs were normalized to
the average amplitude and frequency of non-trained
animals. The recorded sEPSCs could be blocked by the
addition of the selective non-NMDA receptor antagonist
DNQX (10 mM; Tocris Bioscience, Bristol, UK), indicating
that these currents were mediated by glutamate receptors.
The projection neurons (PNs) in LA were identified by

their specific firing pattern in current-clamp recordings as
described previously (Sosulina et al, 2006; Jüngling et al,
2008). Active and passive membrane properties of LA PNs
were analyzed in the current-clamp mode. The resting
membrane potential was obtained immediately after acces-
sing the whole-cell configuration. To determine passive and
active membrane properties, hyperpolarizing and depolari-
zing currents were injected (500ms duration; from �40 pA
to + 80 pA; increment + 10 pA). The input resistance (R)
was calculated from the voltage-shift during a current-
injection of �40 pA. The cell capacitance (C) was calculated
by: C¼ t/R, where the membrane time-constant t was
retrieved by a monoexponential fit of the hyperpolarizing
voltage-deflection elicited by a �40pA current-injection during
current-clamp recordings. The action potential threshold
was measured during injection of + 60 pA depolarizing
current. The instantaneous frequency was measured
between the first consecutive action potentials elicited by
depolarizing current injection.

Statistical Analysis

ANOVA was used to analyze the effects of stress and
substance on general anxiety in the EPM and freezing
behavior during fear acquisition. For extinction training
(session R1–R6), ANOVA with session as repeated measures
was performed to analyze freezing behavior. Post-hoc
comparisons were done by Tukey-tests. Student’s t-tests were
performed for intra-group analysis of ER. For electrophysio-
logical recordings, average of normalized sEPSCs frequencies
and amplitudes were compared by non-parametric Mann–
Whitney test. The data sets were tested for statistically signi-
ficant outliers using the Grubb’s test (significance level:
po0.05). All values are expressed as mean±SEM. Statistical
significance for all experiments was po0.05.

RESULTS

Stress-Aggravated Anxiety-like Behavior: Effects of NPS
Application in the LA

Mice were exposed to IS, either 1 day (group IS-1D) or
10 days (IS-10D) before the EPM test, and anxiety-like
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behavior was compared with a group without previous
stress exposure (NS). In different behavioral groups,
vehicle (NaCl 0.9 %) or NPS was bilaterally injected into
the LA 20min before IS in the stress-exposed groups or
10 days before EPM test in the NS controls. The paradigm
is illustrated in Figure 1a, the results are illustrated in
Figure 1b. Two-way ANOVA showed a significant stress X
substance interaction for the time and distance in open
arms (F(2,38)¼ 4.004, po0.05 and F(2,38)¼ 6.914, po0.01,
respectively) and for time in closed arms (F(2,38)¼ 4.807,
po0.05). In detail, in vehicle-injected mice, stress did not
impair the time and the distance in closed arms but
decreased the time and distance in open arms only when
animals were evaluated 10 days after stress (post-hoc
Tukey-test comparing NS and IS-10D group: po0.05 and
po0.01, respectively). In NPS-injected mice, the time
and the distance in open arms were not significantly
different between control (NPS NS) and stressed animals.
NPS application increased the time and the distance
spent in open arms in IS-10D animals compared with
vehicle (substance effect: po0.01 and po0.001, respec-
tively). As NPS has been shown to induce anxiolytic-like

effects (Xu et al, 2004; Jüngling et al, 2008; Fendt
et al, 2010), which might influence the aversive com-
ponent of IS, NPS injections were performed immediately
after (o1min) stress exposure in separate behavioral
groups. Anxiety-like behavior, tested 10 days later
showed a similar increase of distance and time in open
arms in stressed NPS-injected animals (Supplementary
Figure S2).

Influence of Stress and NPS on Conditioned Fear and
Fear Extinction

Fear acquisition was assessed as percentage of freezing to
the context and conditioned stimuli during fear training.
Freezing was compared between groups of mice exposed to
IS 10 days before fear training (IS-10D) and non-IS-exposed
controls (NS), and the effects of NPS and vehicle injection
(20min before IS in IS-10D and 10 days before fear
conditioning in NS) were compared (Figure 2a). Contextual
fear was determined as percentage of freezing on 2min of
exposure to the conditioning apparatus (contextual fear;
Figure 2b) and on presentation of the CS (cued fear;

Figure 1 Stress-aggravated anxiety-like behavior: effects of NPS injection in the LA before stress exposure. (a) Experimental design in the various groups
of mice. NS: non-stressed animals, injection of NPS or vehicle bilaterally into the LA 10 days before EPM test. IS-1D: animals were exposed to IS (2 h) 1 day
before EPM test, and NPS or vehicle was injected into the LA 20min before IS. IS-10D: animals were exposed to IS (2 h) 10 days before EPM test, and
NPS or vehicle was injected into the LA 20min before IS. (b) Results of EPM tests in the various groups (symbols as indicated in a and below diagrams in b).
Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests: stress effect: **po0.01, *po0.05. Substance effect: ###po0.001, ##po0.01.
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Figure 2c) during the first and second fear training session.
No significant effect of stress and/or substance could be
detected by two-way ANOVA with repeated measures
(Figure 2b). All groups showed a significant increase in
contextual freezing during the second fear training session
(session comparison: po0.01 for all groups). Similarly
for cued fear (Figure 2c), stress, and substance injection
had no influence on freezing on CS+ presentation. In
all groups, freezing evoked by CS+ exceeded that upon
CS� presentation during session 1 (po0.05 for NPS-NS and
po0.01 for the three other groups) and session 2 (po0.0001
for all groups). To conclude freezing was not significantly
different in mice that had been exposed to IS 10 days before
training and NS controls, and LA application of NPS 20min
before IS had no effect on freezing.
Furthermore, fear memory retrieval upon CS+ presenta-

tion during the first retrieval session (R1), was similar for all
behavioral groups, and the stress X substance interaction
was not significant (two-way ANOVA: F(2,35)¼ 0.194, n.s.;
Figure 3a). Freezing during R1 was significantly higher for
CS + than CS� in all groups, showing that all mice learned
to specifically discriminate the CS+ (t-test: po0.0001 for
all groups).
Next, fear extinction learning was assessed by a three-way

ANOVA with a within-subjects factor (six recall sessions;
R1–R6) and two between-subjects factors (drug and
stress; Figure 3a). Interestingly, the three-way ANOVA
indicates that stress, drug, and rate of extinction interact
(three-way ANOVA: for CS + : F(5,175)¼ 2.987, po0.01).
More specifically, stress exposure resulted in maintained
high levels of CS + freezing during extinction training
in vehicle-injected animals (comparison IS-10D and NS:
two-way-ANOVA: F(5,100)¼ 4.475, po0.001). In contrast,
upon injection of NPS 20min before stress exposure,

freezing evoked by CS+ declined in stressed mice
(NPS_IS-10D) similar to that in NS (vehicle) controls
(F(5,75)¼ 0.889, n.s.). NPS injection had a significant effect
on fear extinction in mice exposed to IS (comparison of
stressed groups, two-way ANOVA; F(5,152)¼ 2.495,
po0.05). Interestingly, the three-way ANOVA also revealed
a significant stress X substance interaction during freezing
upon CS� exposure (F(5,175)¼ 3.248, po0.001; Figure 3b).
Post-hoc analysis showed that the freezing time during
CS� of stressed vehicle-injected mice was higher than in the
three other groups for session R1 (post-hoc test: po0.0001
for all comparisons).
During ER session 24 h after extinction training, CS +

freezing in stressed vehicle-injected mice maintained at
significantly higher levels as compared with NS controls
(t-test: po0.01; Figure 3a). In contrast, previous stress did
not affect recall of fear extinction after NPS injection into
the LA (NPS_IS-10D vs NPS_NS; Figure 3a), and freezing in
stressed vehicle-injected mice was higher than in stressed
NPS-injected mice (po0.001). No differences were found
between groups for freezing evoked by CS� during extinc-
tion recall.
Overall these results suggest that previous stress results

in maintained conditioned fear responses during fear
extinction, and that NPS in the LA during stress exposure
can prevent these stress-induced effects. NPS induced
similar effects when injected into the LA 20min before
(as described above) or immediately (o1min) after IS
(Figure 4). Specifically, in animals injected with NPS
immediately after stress, NPS was not found to modify fear
acquisition (Figure 4a and b). Contextual fear (Figure 4a)
in NPS-injected mice was not different from vehicle group
in the first or second training session (two-way ANOVA in
stressed animals: F(1,11)¼ 1.157, n.s.). Similarly, NPS did

Figure 2 Effect of stress exposure and prior NPS injection into the LA on fear acquisition. (a) Experimental design. NS: non-stressed animals, injection of
NPS (NPS_NS) or vehicle (Vehicle_NS) bilaterally into the LA 10 days before fear conditioning. IS-10 D: exposure to IS 10 days before fear conditioning,
with injection of NPS (NPS_IS-10D) or vehicle (Vehicle_IS-10D) 20min before IS. (b) Freezing to the context during a period of 2min before the first CS+
presentation for session 1 and 2. (c) Freezing to the CS. The data represent the mean of freezing for 6-block CS- and 3-block CS+ .
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not alter freezing to the CS-, or to the CS + (Figure 4b)
of session 1 and session 2 (two-way ANOVA:
F(2,42)¼ 1.364, n.s.). During fear extinction (Figure 4c),
NPS did not significantly affect extinction learning (two-
way ANOVA from R1 to R6 sessions and substance effect:

F(5,55)¼ 1.631, n.s.). However, animals injected with NPS
immediately after stress exposure (IS-10D) showed a
significant decrease in freeding during ER (t¼ 2.802 for
E session, po0.01), while an effect on CS� freezing was
not observed (Figure 4d).

Figure 3 Stress-induced alterations in conditioned fear responses: compensatory effect of prior application of NPS. NS: non-stressed animals, injection of
NPS (NPS_NS) or vehicle (Vehicle_NS) bilaterally into the LA 10 days before fear conditioning. IS-10 D: exposure to IS 10 days before fear conditioning,
with injection of NPS (NPS_IS-10D) or vehicle (Vehicle_IS-10D) 20min before IS. CS+ (a) and CS� (b) evoked freezing during fear memory retrieval (R1
session), extinction training (R1–R6) and extinction recall (ER). Stress effect (two-way ANOVA with repeated measures in vehicle-injected animals):
***po0.001. t-test for ER (intra-group analysis for stressed and non-stressed vehicle-injected animals): $$po0.01.

Figure 4 NPS injection into the LA immediately after stress exposure: effects on conditioned fear responses. IS_Vehicle_10D, IS_NPS-10D: injection of
vehicle and NPS o1min after IS. (a, b) Fear acquisition. Freezing to the context during 2min before the first CS+ presentation for session 1 and 2 (a), and
freezing to the CS� (b). Data represent the mean of freezing for 6-block CS- and 3-block CS+ . (c, d) Conditioned fear responses. CS+ (c) and CS� (d)
evoked freezing during fear memory retrieval (R1), extinction training (R1–R6) and extinction recall (ER). t-test for ER session: hhpo0.01.
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Effect of an NPS Receptor Antagonist on Stress-
Modulated Conditional Fear

In a next series of experiments, the NPS receptor antagonist
SHA68 (Okamura et al, 2008) was injected bilaterally into
the LA 20min before IS, and conditioned fear was tested
10 days after stress exposure, using the same paradigms as
before. Cremophor-injected (vehicle) and NS animals were
used as controls. Data are illustrated in Figure 5. Similar to
NPS, SHA68 did not affect CS-evoked freezing during fear
acquisition (Figure 5a and b) and recall (R1; Figure 5c),
regardless of IS exposure. During fear extinction, the
three-way ANOVA revealed no interaction between factors
across the extinction recall sessions for CS + and CS�
(F(5,110)¼ 1.707, n.s.; F(5,110)¼ 0.767, n.s., respectively),
whereas stress (F(5,115)¼ 8.604, po0.001; F(5,110)¼ 6.714,
p¼ 0.001; for CS + and CS�, respectively) and substance
(F(5,115)¼ 4.070, p¼ 0.01; for CS + ) showed a significant
main effect (Figure 5c and d). SHA68 did not affect
CS-evoked freezing in non-stressed animals (extinction
training: two-way ANOVA: F(5,50)¼ 0.903, n.s.; ER: t-test,
t¼ 0.365, n.s.). IS resulted in maintained high levels of

CS + freezing in both control (vehicle injected) and SHA68-
injected animals during extinction training as compared
with NS controls (two-way ANOVA: F(5,60)¼ 2.916,
po0.05 and F(5,55)¼ 6.501, po0.0001 for vehicle- and
SHA68-injected animals respectively). Interestingly, condi-
tioned freezing in SHA68-injected stressed animals
exceeded that in vehicle-injected stressed controls during
fear extinction training (two-way ANOVA: F(5,65)¼ 4.501,
po0.001) and extinction recall (t-test for ER session:
t¼ 2.287, po0.05). With respect to CS�, stress resulted
in increased freezing in SHA68 and cremophor-injected
animals (two-way ANOVA: F(5,55)¼ 4.562, po0.001 and
F(5,55)¼ 2.237, po0.05, respectively).

Excitatory Synaptic Activity in the LA: Influence of
Conditioned Fear, Stress, and NPS

In a next experimental step, slices were prepared from the
amygdala of the behavioral groups, and sEPSCs were
recorded from putative LA PNs ex vivo (Figure 6a). The
sEPSCs were recorded at a holding potential of �70mV
using a low chloride (K+-gluconate) internal pipette

Figure 5 Stress exposure and injection of an NPS receptor antagonist into the LA: effects on conditioned fear. NS: non-stressed animals, injection of
SHA68 (SHA68_NS), or vehicle (cremophore, Vehicle_NS) bilaterally into the LA 10 days before fear conditioning. IS-10 D: exposure to IS 10 days before
fear conditioning, with injection of SHA68 (SHA68_IS-10D) or vehicle (cremophore, Vehicle_IS-10D) 20min before IS. (a, b) Fear acquisition. Freezing to
the context during a period of 2min before the first CS+ presentation for session 1 and 2 (a), and freezing to the CS� (b). The data represent the mean of
freezing for 6-block CS- and 3-block CS+ . (c, d) Conditioned fear responses. (c) CS+ -evoked and (d) freezing evoked by CS� during fear memory
retrieval (R1 session), extinction training (R1–R6), and extinction recall (ER). Substance effect (two-way ANOVA with repeated measures for extinction
training (R1–R6) in stressed animals): ***po0.001; substance effect for ER session, t-test: $po0.05. Stress effect in SHA68-(***po0.001) and vehicle-
injected (*po0.05) animals.
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solution. Under these experimental conditions, the reversal
potential for GABAA receptor-mediated currents is close to
the holding potential. Furthermore, the recorded sEPSCs
were sensitive to application of 10 mM DNQX (a non-NMDA
receptor antagonist), indicating that the recorded sEPSCs
are mediated by AMPA receptors. The two groups of non-
trained animals received vehicle or NPS injection into the
LA 10 days before ex vivo recordings. Mean amplitudes
and frequencies of sEPSCs were �19.2±0.8 pA and
1.2±0.2 Hz (vehicle group; n¼ 21 cells from two animals)
and �20.3±0.8 pA and 1.3±0.2Hz (NPS group; n¼ 18/2),
respectively. The sEPSCs of the two groups were not
significantly different and pooled for all further compari-
sons. All following acquired data were normalized to these
values in non-trained mice.
In fear-conditioned animals, recordings in LA slices

prepared 24 h after R1 revealed a significant increase in
normalized frequencies and amplitudes of sEPSCs in
all behavioral groups as compared with non-trained
controls (Figure 6b and c). No significant differences were
detected within or between stressed and NS groups. On fear
extinction in NS animals, sEPSC frequencies returned to
levels indistinguishable from those in non-trained animals
in both, vehicle- and NPS-injected groups (Figure 6b). The
normalized mean amplitudes remained increased as com-
pared with non-trained animals (Figure 6c). By contrast,
sEPSC frequencies remained at an elevated level in stressed,
vehicle-injected animals (Figure 6b, po0.0001). This
sustained increase in sEPSC frequencies and amplitudes
was not detected in stressed animals that had received NPS
injection into the LA. Both, frequencies and amplitudes,
were reduced to levels of NS mice, indistinguishable from

those of non-trained control (Figure 6b and c). The
observed increase of sEPSC frequencies in stressed, vehicle-
injected animals was significantly higher than in stressed,
NPS-injected, and NS, vehicle-injected animals (po0.001
and po0.05, respectively; Figure 6b). The normalized
amplitudes of sEPSCs in stressed, NPS-injected animals
were not significantly different from non-trained controls,
but significantly reduced compared with stressed, vehicle-
injected animals (po0.01; Figure 6c). These differences in
sEPSCs properties between behavioral groups were corro-
borated by cumulative frequency and amplitude distri-
butions (Supplementary Figure S3). Furthermore, analyses
of intrinsic properties of LA PNs revealed no alterations apt
to explain the differences in sEPSC properties (Supplemen-
tary Table S1).

DISCUSSION

The data of the present study indicate that (1) acute IS in
mice results in an increase in anxiety-like behavior, and an
enhancement of conditioned fear responses during extinc-
tion 10 days after stress exposure, (2) NPS application into
the LA around stress exposure can prevent, whereas an
NPS-R antagonist aggravates, the stress-induced changes
in anxiety and conditioned fear responses, (3) excitatory
synaptic activity in LA PNs is increased upon fear condi-
tioning and returns to pre-conditioning values on fear
extinction, and (4) IS results in a sustainment of increased
excitatory synaptic activity in LA PNs during fear extinc-
tion, whereas NPS in the LA around stress exposure
supports a return of synaptic activity upon fear extinction

Figure 6 Spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic currents in LA projection neurons ex vivo. Recordings obtained in slices from the different behavioral
groups as indicated (abbreviations as in Figure 1), prepared 24 h after retrieval of fear memory (R1; fear-conditioned group) and 24 h after recall of extinction
(ER; fear-extinguished group). (a) Representative original traces of sEPSCs in the various groups. (b) Average sEPSCs frequency. (c) Average sEPSCs
amplitude. Values were normalized to those obtained in non-trained controls (dashed line in diagrams). Data are presented as means with standard error of
the mean (±SEM). Note the overall increase in sEPSC frequency and amplitude in conditioned as compared with non-trained animals, the return to baseline
of sEPSCs frequency upon fear extinction in non-stressed but not in stressed animals, and the compensatory effect of NPS in stressed animals. Numbers of
recorded cells and numbers of animals are as follows (cells/animals). Non-trained control group: 40/4. Fear-conditioned group: vehicle-injected/non-stressed
(Vehicle NS): 20/2; NPS-injected non-stressed (NPS NS): 30/3; vehicle-injected/stressed (Vehicle IS-10D): 25/3; NPS-injected/stressed (NPS IS-10D): 26/3.
Fear-extinguished group: Vehicle NS: 33/4; NPS NS: 17/2; Vehicle IS-10D: 55/6; NPS IS-10D: 27/3. Comparison to non-trained controls: ***po0.001,
**po0.01; group comparisons: $$$po0.001, $$po0.01, $po0.05.
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to levels typical of NS animals. Together these results
suggest that the NPS transmitter system is capable of
interfering with mechanisms in the amygdala that transform
stressful events into anxiety and impaired extinction.

Prevention of Stress-Induced Alteration in Fear
Responsiveness through NPS Action in the LA

Acute IS increased anxiety-like behavior tested in the EPM
10 days but not 1 day after stress exposure in mice in the
present study. These delayed and long-term effects of stress
exposure are in line with previous studies performed in rats
(Mitra et al, 2005; Roozendaal et al, 2009). Different from
previous studies reporting on a facilitation of auditory and
contextual fear on acute exposure to a single restraint stress
session (Cordero et al, 2003; Rodriguez Manzanares et al,
2005), acquisition and retrieval of conditioned fear was
similar in the stressed and NS mice in the present study.
Differences in species, fear training parameters and
temporal delay between stress exposure and fear training
might contribute to these differences between studies.
Similar to previous findings (Izquierdo et al, 2006; Miracle
et al, 2006; Akirav and Maroun, 2007; Baratta et al, 2007;
Garcia et al, 2008; Muigg et al, 2008; Yamamoto et al, 2008;
Baran et al, 2009; Gourley et al, 2009), acute IS resulted in
elevated fear responses to the CS+ during early and late
phases of extinction in the stressed compared with the NS
mice. During acquisition and retrieval, fear responses were
similar in the various groups, irrespective of previous stress
exposure and application of NPS in the LA. These results
largely rule out the possibility that enhanced fear responses
during extinction reflect higher levels of re-experiencing
fear. They are also in line with previous findings of a lack
of NPS effects in the amygdala on acquisition and retrieval
of fear in mice (Jüngling et al, 2008).
Local injection of NPS into the LA around stress exposure

prevented the long-term increase in anxiety and enhance-
ment of conditioned responses during fear extinction.
Various groups have shown acute anxiolytic-like effects of
NPS, as for instance in the EPM, defensive burying, or social
interaction test (Jüngling et al, 2008; Leonard et al, 2008;
Rizzi et al, 2008; Vitale et al, 2008; Fendt et al, 2010).
Moreover, NPS was found to block acute stress-induced
changes in physiological parameters, such as hyperthermia,
oxidative stress damage and release of serotonin and
noradrenaline in the frontal cortex (Xu et al, 2004; Castro
et al, 2009; Raiteri et al, 2009). In addition to the acute
effects, NPS has been shown to induce long-lasting effects,
such as a reduction in conditioned aversive responses in
contextual paradigms (Meis et al, 2008), a rapid decrease of
cued conditioned fear during extinction and a facilitation of
extinction recall (Jüngling et al, 2008), and an enhancement
of memory during the consolidation phase irrespective of
the emotional content (Okamura et al, 2011). In the present
study, pre- or post-stress application of NPS was effectively
interacting with the stress-induced changes in anxiety and
fear extinction tested 10 days after stress exposure, whereas
NPS in NS animals had no lasting effect if tested on the
same parameters. These findings indicate a lack of acute
anxiolytic-like influence of NPS during stress exposure.
Application of the NPS-R antagonist SHA 68 (Okamura
et al, 2008) evoked effects on stress-modulated fear

responses opposite to that of NPS, suggesting that ambient
NPS and thus the endogenous NPS system contribute to
stress-coping (Xu et al, 2004; Pape et al, 2010; Okamura
et al, 2011). Along the same line, NPS and SHA68 modified
freezing also in response to the non-conditioned stimulus
(CS�), suggesting that the NPS system may limit stress-
induced generalization of fear responses. It is interesting
to note that the NPS-induced enhancement of memory
consolidation observed in a previous study was of a
transient nature, with peak effects 2–4 days post memory
training, and that the NPS effect interacted with the
noradrenergic transmitter system in the brain (Okamura
et al, 2011). In view of the central role for noradrenaline
in regulating stress effects on memory consolidation,
particularly also in the amygdala (for review see Roozendaal
et al (2009)), NPS might thus act as a salience or arousal
mechanism in concert with other memory systems to
temporarily regulate the valence of the relevant signals
during stressful encounters and thereby contribute to
balance behavioral responses to the stressor.

Mechanisms Underlying NPS-Mediated Regulation of
Stress Effects on Conditioned Fear

Spontaneous EPSCs occurred at increased frequency and
amplitude in putative LA PNs in slices prepared ex vivo
after fear conditioning, as compared with non-trained
controls, irrespective of the presence or absence of restraint
stress 10 days before conditioning. The EPSCs were
recorded at �70mV and were blocked by DNQX, suggesting
mediation predominantly by AMPA-type glutamate recep-
tors with little if any contribution by NMDA and GABAA

receptors. Intrinsic membrane properties, in particular
membrane resting potential and input resistance, were not
significantly altered upon fear conditioning. Since both
frequency and amplitude of spontaneous EPSCs were
increased upon conditioning, mediating mechanisms may
involve both pre- and postsynaptic sites. In fact, there is
ample evidence indicating that fear conditioning induces
long-term changes in synaptic efficacy at cortical and
thalamic inputs to the LA, with both pre- and postsynaptic
mechanisms contributing (recent review see Pape and Pare
(2010)). One line of findings demonstrated that postsynap-
tic AMPA receptor trafficking in the LA is essential
for auditory conditioned fear, in that conditioning was
found to drive GluR1 receptor subunits into LA synapses,
and blockade of AMPA receptor incorporation blocked
both long-term synaptic potentiation of thalamic inputs to
the LA in vitro and retention of conditioned fear in vivo
(Rumpel et al, 2005). Furthermore, it is generally assumed
that re-organization of actin and associated stabilization of
spines provides a mechanism of structural plasticity during
memory stabilization (for review see Yuste and Bonhoeffer
(2001)). Fear conditioning indeed alters the expression of
cytoskeletal proteins including neurofilament and a-actinin
(Ressler et al, 2002), and actin dynamics regulate AMPA
receptor trafficking and spinogenesis after contextual fear
conditioning in the hippocampus (Fischer et al, 2004). This
is important here for two major reasons. First, removal
of surface AMPA receptors through endocytosis has
been suggested a critical mechanism of depotentiation at
LA synapses underlying fear extinction (Kim et al, 2007;
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Clem and Huganir, 2010). In the present study, the increase
and decrease in sEPSC frequency on fear conditioning and
extinction in LA neurons may thus reflect the respective
changes in expression of surface AMPA receptors. Second, a
single 2-h episode of IS led to a delayed increase in spine
density in PNs of the BLA 10 days after stress exposure, and
this was accompanied by an increase in anxiety-like
behavior (Mitra et al, 2005). A very similar stress exposure
protocol in the present study resulted in a stress-induced
enhancement of conditioned fear responses during extinc-
tion, and concomitant sustainment of sEPSC activity at
pre-extinction levels. This sEPSC activity may then reflect
the increased spine density and surface expression of
synaptic AMPA receptors, contributing to the enhanced fear
responses during extinction. Future studies are certainly
needed to clarify this issue, for instance through interfering
with regulated AMPA receptor exo- or endocytosis during
stress-impaired fear extinction.
How can application of NPS around stress exposure

prevent the stress-induced sustainment of EPSC activity in
LA neurons and enhancement of fear responses during
extinction? One possible route is via GABAergic mechan-
isms in the amygdala (Harris and Westbrook, 1998; Akirav
et al, 2006; Heldt and Ressler, 2007; Makkar et al, 2010).
First, intercalated GABAergic neurons are critically involved
in fear extinction recall (Likhtik et al, 2008), mediated to
an important part via influences from the infralimbic
prefrontal cortex (Quirk and Mueller, 2008). Second, NPS
decreases conditioned fear responses during extinction
(Jüngling et al, 2008). Third, a stress-induced transient
decrease in GABAergic influence is considered a critical
element in triggering the cascade of events leading to hyper-
excitability and spinogenesis in the basolateral amygdaloid
complex (Rodriguez Manzanares et al, 2005; Roozendaal
et al, 2009). Importantly, pretreatment of stressed animals
with midazolam, a positive modulator of GABAA sites,
prevented the stress-induced increases in contextual fear
in vivo and hyperexcitability in the BLA in vitro (Rodriguez
Manzanares et al, 2005), although the exact cellular sites of
GABAergic action were not identified. NPS acts through
stimulation of GABAergic intercalated cells of the medial
paracapsular cluster in the amygdala (Jüngling et al, 2008),
which may provide a mechanism capable of interacting with
the stress-induced GABAergic disinhibition. The findings
that NPS targets connections of LA PNs to intercalated
GABAergic neurons (Jüngling et al, 2008), that NPS had no
effects on conditioned fear tested 10 days after application
in NS animals (present study), are in line with the con-
clusion of a rather specific influence of NPS on stress-
impaired extinction.
In conclusion, the present results provide evidence

indicating that the NPS system can prevent stress-induced
increases in anxiety and impairment of fear extinction, most
likely through an influence on the excitation–inhibition
balance in the amygdala. The NPS system might thus
participate to a potential endogenous mechanism that
controls the transformation of stressful events into anxiety
and thereby might be relevant as a new pharmacological
way for stress disorders such as PTSD. In view of the
relationship between anxiety-like traits and individual
differences in behavioral and neurobiological vulnerability
to stress (Luksys et al, 2009, Salehi et al., 2010; as reviewed

by Sandi and Richter-Levin, 2009; Mahan and Ressler,
2011), future studies are needed to identify the possible
contribution of the NPS system and genetic variations of the
NPS receptor (as quoted in the Introduction) to individual
differences in vulnerability to develop anxiety disorders
when exposed to stressful or traumatic events (see, eg,
Segman and Shalev (2003)).
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